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"   with such difficult complications as a moody partner, an  training a group, or memorizing a poem, it'll go   8 methods
for putting a finish to all kinds of undesirable behavior." --Karen Pryor.Now Karen Pryor obviously explains the four-year-
old peaceful in public areas, housebreaking a puppy, underlying principles of behavioral teaching and
through shaping"numerous amazing examples reveals how this art  could be applied to just about any common
situation.  And best of all, she tells how exactly to do it without  yelling threats, force, punishment, guilt
trips--or Whatever the duty, whether keeping a shooting your dog.  to make use of reinforcement.affection training. " 
behavior--for results without strain fast, and better, and become more fun, in the event that you know how or pain
through " The 10 laws and regulations of  " How exactly to combat your own addictions to alcohol,  drugs, cigarettes,
overheating or whatever, how to deal    impossible teen, or an aged parent. Plus. .  .House training the dog, improving
your tennis video game,  keeping the cat off the table, and much more!
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Very highly recommended As a professional zoo animal trainer, I've given and recommended this book to a large number
of people. In the zoo community we train animals with this technique of operant conditioning, which is usually even more
ethical and effective than the traditional teaching that almost all dog and equine trainers use. This book is among the
gold specifications. It is very easy to read and understand, and covers a lot of ground.. In addition, it provides examples
of training a behavior using different strategies. I liked the incorporation of her personal stories, and workout sessions,
in order to emphasis certain disadvantages to punishment, and particular advantages to positive reinforcement training.
My friend who's a police & One friend read it in her graduate cognitive behavioral therapy coursework, another during
her PhD for clinical psychology, another in an top level seminar during psychiatry residency. I'm pleased I read this
reserve before I read Tradition Clash by Jean Donaldson!. It does delve into a few of the quirks and harder parts of
animal training, but in an accessible way.There was a lot of material in this book that overlapped with the novice clicker
training course that I had taken per month ago which it allowed me to breeze through some parts but plenty of new
material to keep me engaged and actively reading till the end. Today I know it is most impactful and can grow more
good behavior if expressed immediately. Tradition Clash by Jean Donaldson to me after I told her I'm obtaining my first
dog. Lifestyle Clash by Jean Donaldson to me . All are performing fabulously. behaviorism to a comprehensive novice like
me. I even started applying some of her concepts in my lifestyle in trying not to be so hard on myself when I'm sucking
at sports.I would recommend this to everyone, not just dog people. Mostly for dogs,some translates to people I bought as
I heard it pertains to humans as well, and parts do, but this book is mostly for training dogs. I am using it to train my
dog, might work co-workers and my kids because I tend to be a force over and typically obtain little compliance from
others because of this. That said, it is filled with wisdom and interesting tales, and if you want to train a dog, it really is
actually better. I am certain I will utilize it when I get my next puppy but I purchased for working with people.. I used to
wait and inform them, or send a nice email, or even a snail mail note. program dog trainer recommended this & Great
how-to for anyone thinking about clicker/positive reinforcement training Here's what I knew concerning this
publication: Pryor originally wrote it as a self-help publication, but partly because of the title and partly due to Pryor's
reputation, it exploded in animal behavior and training circles. Btw, Pryor is pretty much THE NAME in clicker schooling.
So, of course I had to read it.Love it!. I read this book and am now clicker training my pet dog, my horse and my betta
fish. Karen Pryor did an excellent job explaining learning theory & Recommended Reading for Humans (even if you don't
have a pet you are schooling) This is the third time I've ordered this book.. One thing she writes that I immediately
adopted was to praise people the moment they do good, just as you would a dog. Must read, keep mainly because
reference materials, review includes various other must reads. It isn't as explanatory as Donaldson's "The Culture
Clash," but it's an excellent how-to novel. Additionally, using positive reinforcement builds the relationship -- affection,
like, connection -- pick your term -- rather than range and resentment and hurt feelings that often happens when the
old/former methods are used. Performing all of this will result in very fast training, a tight relationship and respect, and
expand where one can go/travel together with your pet. support dog trainer recommended this & Karen Pryor puts it
rather directly -- aren't most of us always trying to get other folks (or ourselves) to do something, to act in a particular
way? A previous coworker recommended this book, among many others, when We was getting into my interest in canine
behavior and schooling and it's definitely a worthwhile read, or reference publication, for those thinking about schooling
anything, or anyone.. So a lot more than the five stars I have awarded above, I'll continue to order copies to talk about
around... Case (cover two canines at end of pier). I want people could possibly be clicker educated! These techniques are
effective without having to feel like you are being overly aggressive, selfish or inconsiderate. An exercise book for
animals and individuals for your everyday life. Pryor presents many compelling and accessible types of how positive
reinforcement is the most effective method to get this done.Karen Pryor created a straightforward to read book wearing
down positive reinforcement schooling, along with other types of teaching and how they can be applied not merely to
animals, but to the people around us, within our work and college environment and pretty much in our daily life. She
explains how positive reinforcement provides greater results over alternative ways of training by making plenty of
comparisons to punishment centered training methods along with negative reinforcement training methods. For anyone
attempting to train their pets, or understand a positive reinforcement program of training for pets or even humans, this



is a must-read. My friend who's a police &Overall, a worthwhile read for those interested in pursuing schooling of any
kind (or are searching for healthier ways to improve the relationships in their lives). I've one in the home, one at work,.
Read Don't shoot your dog a couple a couple of times, then keep seeing that a frequent reference. Also read Daisy's Gift
by Claire Guest, and Puppy Smart: Evidence-based Teaching with The Science Doggie by Linda p. Psychotherapist
recommended It is an instant easy browse. and download clickety Quick and clickety Puppy apps to phone to become
proficient BEFORE using a clicker on a real dog. and the rest I keep offering.
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